
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of senior analyst, audit. To join our growing team, please review the
list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for senior analyst, audit

Maintain, organize and document information provided to taxing authorities
for audits, litigation and appeals
Access various internal systems and tools to analyze information requested
on audit
Provide technical, business, and administrative direction for personnel
performing software development tasks, including the review of work
products for technical correctness and data accuracy, adherence to design
concepts and user standards
Serves as a senior technical expert on anti-fraud database design and data
integration processes which supports the FEP SIU business requirements
Build and maintain excellent relationships with external entities such as the
OPM, OPM OIG, and Plan SIUs
May be responsible for preparing/reviewing certain Notes to the Financial
Statements (annual statements)
Performs first-line review of regulatory audited financial statements and
disclosures as assigned
In-charge audits of Commerce business units
Ensure the meeting of the timeline for external audits
Address the most problematic and difficult functions associated with the
External Audit function in order to ensure timely and complete execution of
external audits in accordance with sound audit practices and regulations

Qualifications for senior analyst, audit

Example of Senior Analyst, Audit Job Description
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Summarize and communicate results of testing in a timely, clear, and concise
manner
Apply critical thinking to interpret data and documentation to determine
whether it adequately meets the policy and regulatory requirements,
including documenting the rationale behind the decisions
Summarize test results and data sets and incorporate results them into
informative management reporting
Communicate gaps and opportunities for improvement in testing and
monitoring program so that the program is continuously improving
Collaborate with internal business partners to identify problem solving
solutions to challenges in executing testing program
Provide oversight over the quality of the testing and monitoring work
undertaken by fellow colleagues


